Abstract-Sufficient conditions are derived for the existence of a globally attracting positive equilibrium of a two species competition system with feedback controls; the indirect controls can act instantaneously or with a fixed discrete delay.
INTRODUCTION
The stability characteristics of a two species competition system modeled by the Lotka-Volterra system of autonomous ordinary differential equations is a necessary and sufficient condition for system (1.1) to possess a componentwise positive equilibrium (n;, na) such that all positive solutions of (1.1) satisfy If the condition required in (1.2) is not satisfied, then either a positive equilibrium for (1.1) may not exist or the equilibrium may not be globally attractive as in (1.3) . The purpose of this article is to structurally alter the competition system (1.1) by the introduction of an indirect feedback control mechanism; in some cases, it is likely that the equilibrium level (n;,na) may not be the sustainable or even desirable; in such a case it may be necessary to maintain and stabilize the competition system at a lower level say at (67, tiz) where
dnl(t) -= nl(t)[bl -cunl(t) -a2(t)n2(t)l, dt dm(t) -= nz(t)[bz -a21n1@) -azz(t)nz(t)ll dt
ii; > 0, fi; > 0, and fi;+fiig<n;+nh.
The feedback control mechanism might be implemented by means of harvesting or culling procedure or by some biological control scheme. For literature related to the stability of feedback control systems, we refer to [l-3] . For discussion of elementary phase plane methods for LotkaVolterra systems, we refer to [4] .
STABILIZATION BY INDIRECT FEEDBACK CONTROL
We consider a model system of Lotka-Volterra competition subject to indirect feedback controls ur and 112 as follows: It is not difficult to verify that (2.2) implies the existence of a positive steady state (27, x;, UT, ~4) for system (2.1). In fact, the steady state can be calculated to be the following: Otherwise, without loss of generality, we may assume that ti E J is the first point such that On the other hand, we have
for large enough m. This is again a contradiction to (2.6). Thus, xi(t) is bounded for t 2 0.
Similarly, one can prove that 33(t), '1~1 (t), and us(t) have similar characteristics and we shall omit the details.
The result of the following Lemma 2.1 will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 below. (2.7)
PROOF. The conclusion is equivalent to the fact that there is a matrix
is negative definite. It is known that fi is negative definite if and only if which implies (2.10) and the proof is complete. Then system (2.1) has a componentwise positive equilibrium (XT, x4, UT, ua) and this equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable. Calculating the rate of change of V along the solutions of (2.1), we have
PROOF. We have remarked before that (2.2) guarantees the existence of a positive equilibrium (XT, x& UT, uz
which can be written compactly as follows:
and
First, we consider the case alla22 >aisazi; in this case we can choose positive constants Cl, , Cd such that P is negative definite. In fact, for 9 C2 = a&4, (2.20)
P is given by 
is negative definite. Then Cs > 0, Cd > 0 are determined by (2.20). It will follow from (2.21) that P is negative definite which implies the conclusion of globally asymptotically stability of the steady state by the well-known Lyapunov's theory of stability for the case considered (i.c..
~ll%z! > a12LL21).
We shall now consider the case alla22 = uisasi. One can rewrite g in the form dV - One of the important implications of Theorem 2.1 is that it is possible to alter the position of the equilibrium of a competition system (1.1) without losing its global asymptotic stability.
Furthermore, a11022 = ur2a21 can be a sufficient condition for the global asymptotic stability of the new steady state while oilas = ur2a21 is not sufficient for the coexistence of both species of the uncontrolled competition system.
FEEDBACK CONTROLS WITH A TIME DELAY
It is quite plausible that in many cases a feedback control mechanism as in (2.1) can be implemented or realized only with certain time delay. One of the ways of incorporating such a time delay is to consider the following modification of system (2.1):
where b,, c+,cq, ~,ai (i,j = 1,2) are positive constants.
As a first approximation, we have include a single nonnegative delay parameter T; one can include several different discrete delays in the model (3.1) and our analysis below will be valid for such general cases also. Together with (3.1), we consider the initial conditions The following result provides a delay independent sufficient condition for the global asymptotic attractivity of the steady state for system (3.1). Then the positive steady state (XT, xf, UT, ua) of (3.1) exists and is globally asymptotically attractive; i.e.,
tl~~{zl(t),xz(t),zll(t),UZ(t)}
= ~~;,~f,~;,~;~ 7 (3.4) where (XT, x;l, UT, u;) denotes an arbitrary solution of (3.1),(3.2).
PROOF.
We note first that (3.3) is equivalent to
It is not difficult to show that (3.5) implies (2.2). Hence, we can conclude that the positive steady state (x;,z~,u~,u$) of (3.1) exists. Our strategy of proof is to obtain recursively sequences of upper and lower bounds valid for larger values of t and then show that such sequences converge to the equilibrium values. Using the positivity of solutions and the nature of system (3.1), it is possible to derive (see for instance [7-g] ) that for any ~1 > 0 there is a tl > 0 such that (3.6)
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In fact, we have from (3.1) that
for t > 0.
If q(t)
< bl/ull eventually, then zr(t) < xii), eventually.
(3.7) (3.8)
If xl(t) > bl/all eventually, then v < 0 eventually and so xi(t) is strictly decreasing. ei = limt..+rx, xi(t). One can prove that er = bl/all since otherwise, it will lead to lim xi(t) = -00,
t-+w
Let which contradicts to xl(t) > 0. Thus, ei = bl/ull and this implies that for any ~1 > 0 (3.8) holds.
Suppose that xi(t) is oscillatory about bl/ull and that {Tm} (m = 1,2,3,.
) is a sequence such that zi (T,) = bl/all; we have from (3.1)
which implies that it is impossible for xi to oscillate about bl/ull. Hence,
where To > 0 is the first point such that zl(To) = bi/uii. From (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain the first inequality in (3.6). Similarly, one can show the other inequalities in (3.6) and we shall omit the details of these verifications. Due to our hypothesis in (3.3), we can choose such a ~1 > 0 so as to satisfy
We shall suppose that we choose ~1 > 0 as in (3.10) and then choose ti > 0 for this ~1. Having selected ~1 > 0 and tl > 0 we choose ~2 > 0 small enough to satisfy
it is possible to show (see [8, 9] ) that there exists a th > tr + 7 such that x1(t) > Yi", LIZ?(t) > Y2'l), for t > t;. From these differential inequalities for ui, 742 we can obtain lower bounds for ui and u2 as follows: i.e., there exists a t2 > t$ + r such that for small enough ~2 > 0,
Using the lower bounds of (3.13) in (3.1), we obtain da dt <Xl -x (1) h -alzYz -mVl (l') -a,m} ,
for t 2 t2 + 7.
It is now possible to find upper bounds for xi and x2; first, we note that we can choose c3 > 0 such that
and as before we derive upper estimates; i.e., there exists a t3 > t2 + I-such that
= ; x,(2) + zz, uz(t) < u, (2) = a2 $2) + :, 7l2 for t 2 t3.
(3.14)
From (3.10) and ~3 < ~1, it will follow that Now, we choose ~4 > 0 satisfying n-+ca z n-+w z n-.+00 z and hence, (xy, x$, UT, u;) satisfies equations (3.24)-(3.27).
But the steady state (XT, x5, u; > ua)
is the unique solution of (3.28) and so we conclude xi*) = x;, Similarly, it can be shown that xi*) = x;, u,(*) = u;, vi*) = u;. Thus, we conclude that the positive steady state (XT, xz, u;, u*) is globally asymptotically attrac-2 tive and the proof is complete.
We conclude with a brief discussion of our results. The sufficient conditions required for the result of Theorem 3.1 do not depend on the size of the delay; also when (3.3) holds, delay induced Hopf-type bifurcation to temporal inhomogeneity (periodic solutions) is not possible. This fact is of some significance in devising control and stabilization strategies of interacting populations. For instance when alla22 = ai2a21, one of the competitors can drive the other to eventual extinction by the commonly known phenomenon of "competitive exclusion" [IO] in the absence of controls.
In such a case, our analysis of (3.1) shows that both species can be controlled so as to make them coexist in the habitat.
Conditions (3.3) mean that the intrinsic growth rates of the species bl and b2 are large enough to withstand the competitive and control induced culling or harvesting procedure. We refer to [9] f or similar type of conditions and their interpretation in the context, of competing populations. One can devise a feedback control mechanism for the management of competing populations or any other competitive phenomenon so as to make both competing species coexist which otherwise would have been subject to competitive exclusion. Time delays in the control mechanism will have no qualitative effect in the eventual convergence to equilibrium:
however the rate of such convergence can depend on the size of the time delay. This aspect is worthy of further investigation.
